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BETTER BUILT BULLIEZ KENNEL’S STUD CONTRACT 

 

Stud Name: _______________________________________________________ 
 
Stud Fee: _________________________________________________________ 

 
DAM Name & Color: ________________________________________________ 

 
Name of Owner of Dam: ____________________________________________ 
 
Signature of Owner of Dam: _________________________________________ 

 
Date: __________________ 
 
Customer agrees to pay all costs associated with completing the breeding; ex. shipping the female, 

and/or the collection of semen for insemination, and/or shipping of the semen, etc. In addition to 

the stud fee. These costs are responsibility of the customer and will NOT be paid by Better Built 

Bulliez. Studs purchased cannot be resold to any 3rd party or given/used by any other DAM owner 

than the purchaser. This Stud credit purchased can only be used on the DAM stated above; even if, 

for any reason, your DAM cannot be bred again. 

 

Owner of Dam will be allowed up to 2 repeat breedings, if breeding does not take, or Dam has 2 or 

less pups. Therefore, a total of 3 breedings. If 3 breedings are unsuccessful after adequate quality 

semen is sent, then Dam owner will be granted one frozen breeding from stud. The contract has 

then been fulfilled by Better Built Bulliez.  

 

We reserve the right to ask for documentation as proof the said female is not pregnant. In the case 

that a litter of 3 or more pups are born and do not survive, as a result of negligence by the owner of 

the Dam, Better Built Bulliez, will NOT grant a repeat breeding. It is the owner of the female’s 

responsibility to take care of the whelping and rearing of pups. As well as supervising Dam with 

pups. Especially if it is the female’s first litter. We HIGHLY recommend that you take your pregnant 

female to the vet on a regular basis while pregnant and get an ultrasound and schedule a c- section 

if needed. Vet visits are vital to a successful birthing! 

 

Customer will provide Better Built Bulliez with proof of a negative brucellosis test if a natural tie is 

to be performed before said breeding is to occur. This is to prevent any sexually transmitted 

diseases when performing a natural breeding.  

 


